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Don’t miss the bus!

Tales of an Urban Indian; a unique and unforgettable story
staged on a moving transit bus.
SAINT JOHN – The Saint John Theatre
Company is proud to welcome Ontario
based Talk Is Free Theatre with their
powerful and engaging story Tales of an
Urban Indian, part of the SJTC Studio
Series.
Written by CBC’s Darrell Dennis and
starring Craig Lauzon of the Royal
Canadian Air Farce, Tales of an Urban
Indian is a dark comedy about the life of
Simon Douglas, a contemporary First
Nations man facing life on the reserve
and on the streets of Vancouver, and
the people who shape his journey.
The audience, along with the actor, will be passengers on a moving transit bus throughout the
performance. The bus will work its way around the city streets as the story unfolds. This unique
and intimate venue allows the audience to connect with the characters and fully absorb the
story.
“Although the central character is going through one extreme situation after another, we have all
been in that place from which we didn’t think we would recover…This is a play about a journey
and encounters…that stranger sitting next to us on the bus that might have a story to share,”
adds Arkady Spivak, Artistic Producer, Talk Is Free Theatre.
The show will run from April 3-7. Tickets are $32.50 and $20 for students. Evening
performances begin at 7:30pm; in addition there will be two daytime matinees at 2pm on the
Saturday and Sunday. The audience is to gather at 112 Princess Street in advance of the
performance.
To secure your spot on the bus please visit www.ticketpro.ca or call 1-888-311-9090.
Funding for Tales of an Urban Indian has been provided by Canadian Heritage, BMO Financial,
NB Children’s Foundation, the Province of New Brunswick The McCain Foundation and TD.

